32' x 10' Linked Units

Mac Containers

Linked 4' x 10' to create a single unit.

Polylast High-Rise, Full Width, Full Height, Wood Floor Panel, 10' x 10'.

Mono White Ceiling Panels.

Linked using EC2000 & insulated.
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Approval Box

CONSTRUCTION NOTES:
Use 150x150mm S.H.S. for corner pillars.

Build requirements:

Other units stacked above due to complex will not be able to support.

Use 160x160mm R.C.

Heavy duty brackets required.

Key to Symbols:

1. Awning
2. 240V consumer heater, spur
3. 40mm fluorescent light
4. Light switch
5. Consumer unit

SEE SHEET 2 FOR SIDE ELEVATION OF TOP RAILS.

UNIT TO BE 9" HIGH TO ALLOW FOR DOUBLE TOP RAILS.

PLEASE NOTE